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About This Game

SUM is an open world sandbox game with a randomly generated, real-time environment.
You are now a drifted man on a remote island, gathering resources, making tools,

You must survive to the end and escape safely.
Players will have to learn to survive by adapting to the environment with limited resources.

SUM will be a hardcore survival game you have never experienced before.
Collect all the ingredients to make 27 different dishes for each country and earn special rewards.

We will be building, hunting, multi, etc. in future update, so please stay alive until then!

The appearance:
◾ Natural environment: Try to survive in real-time changing weather.

◾ Item Combinations: Combine items needed for a variety of survival.
◾ Cooking: Try to make various dishes by country.

Hunt: Try to hunt animals using snares and weapons as appropriate.
◾ Construction: Build your own space with various buildings.

Buy now and get all future updates for free!
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Title: SUM
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
WeVery
Publisher:
Wevery
Release Date: 21 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows7 , Windows10

Processor: I5-5600

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX 950Ti

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space
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The Sci-Fi and Steam Punk Chess Pieces are great to look at.

Good game, it wins, I win, and lots of tutorial to help me play better.

Stable build and no crashes for me.

There might be better multiplayer chess software out there, but when I want to review how those games went, Pure Chess is the
go to.

THUMBS UP: GOOD GAME.. You get one track. You cannot do Time Attack or hot lap or Time Trial...whatever it is called.
You get your choice of six teams, format is not the same as the one that took place in 2016, nor are all the riders available. The
format does not run the same as the actual SMX Riders Cup either. While this track can be fun at times, and it is quite
enjoyable lapping riders, it also seems to be very glitchy. Sometimes I think I'm playing Mario Kart with the weird events that
will happen. There is a double that forms odd ruts that will flip your rider on landing. There is a turn that the AI often fail to
negotiate . This results in you being punted off the track while they continue on. I've been pushed very wide for the holeshot
more times than I can count, though that one is just the overall AI's failure to notice you exist at times and exists in all game
modes. And, supringsly, when riding in MX2, I will have Tim Gasjer all up on me for the entire race, but not MX1, despite my
lap times being less than a second apart. And sometimes I will crash out of nowhere, several times mind you, when attempting to
pass a rider. I doubt rubberbanding AI, but....completing a perfect season on Realistic with no rewinds and restarts was easier.

Milestone doesn't seem to add much DLC to their MXGP series, and I guess I should be thankful for a track that causes me to
swear more than..., I don't know, Gordon Ramsey? But, despite the sometimes fun nature of a pseudo SX track, it's not worth
the money or glitches. If you must have it, I'm sure after time it will go down to a sum that is reasonable to part with..... For fun,
no big deal, some tactics, hard enough to play.. GG to this game, found no one playing it online. So think no one plays it
anymore.. One of the best games I have ever played. Ground textures are looking bit old, but otherwise I think graphics are aged
well. First game with fully destructible environment.. At the end of the first level you have finished the game. It has very little to
do with the life of the cells, at the same time those chemical reactions concatenate such that they can enrich this type of game
much more than what has been done, only useful during brief sessions on the toilet. It is more monotonous than the
pharmacological coma. Online you will find free browser games that have a greater depth, like this ridiculous game that in
comparison looks like a tier AAA. http://www.silvergames.com/en/cellcraft
Don't waste your money.
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Wow a gain is freaking old tbh, but it seem have very well gameplay and actuallly have a humourous story (not like some time
manegement these days)
I pick this up as sale and it basicly worth 0.5$ what you want from that amound?. This is the pre-order bonus as DLC. Do not
buy it, the weapons aren't worth it. Great base game though.. Good Game
He's good. Awesome game! Depends on what you like. If your into Farming and want a outstanding simulator then check this
game out! Really pleased and amazed by the work.

Ford7000Man 28/1/16. This isn't Trials... Nor is it Far Cry.. It's some sort of wierd cross between the two. And my god is that
an awesome soundtrack, and the cutscenes are pretty cool as well. As far as the gameplay it seems to have a bunch of strangely
composed levels tied together, and of course the bike ones are the best. The whole rotation of vehicles things is creative, but
really the bike is the only one I've had no faults with. Right now Uplay is dead so I can't play much longer, so the only real
negative is Uplay.
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